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RESUME : 

Pour analyser l'influence du réseau de distribution électrique sur une centrale PwR, 
l'élaboration de moyens de calcul appropriés est nécessaire. L'un deux, conçu et rois 
au point sur un calculateur hybride par FRAMATOME et le COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE 
ATOMIQUE, est décrit dans ce Document. 

La méthode choisie pour qualifier le code est assez originale, puisqu'elle a consisté 
â effectuer un essai de longue durée sur une centrale, â le simuler sur le calculateur 
hybride ; puis â comparer soigneusement les enregistrements obtenus lors de l'essai 
â ceux de la simulation. 

La qualité des résultats obtenus montre qu'une modélisation pas trop, complexe peut 
se révéler très réaliste â condition de connaitre, au moment de la définition du modèle 
le type de transitoires qu'i l est prévu d'étudier. 

ABSTRACT : . . 

HYBRID SIMULATION OF A 900 MUE NUCLEAR PLAN 
T. CONSTANTIEUX (FRAMATOME) M. DEAT (C.E.A.) 

Tp analyse the effects on PWRs of transients originating from the network, specific 
means of calculation mist be elaborated. One of them which was conceived and set up 
on a hybrid computer by FRAMATOME and the FRENCH ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, is 
described in this paper; 
iThe method chosen to validate this code is fairly original, since it consisted in 
Carrying out a long duration test on a plan and in simulating this on the hybrid 
[computer ;then in carefully comparing the recorded data of the test with the results 
bf the simulation. 

!

'he quality of the results, thus obtained shows that a relatively unsophisticated 
nodel is able to give a good idea of actual process behaviour, but only if the types 
?f transients to be studied with the code are well identified before its elaboration. 
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HYBRID S ISOLATION OF A «Hk> MWE NUCLtAR PLANT 

Iti iti.- nv.ir lulure, half the French production of electricity 
will originate from nuclear plants. Pressurized water plants 
which represent most of the French network, will no longer 
t>l>»>r.ite only as base load plants» as they do today. Like fos-
sil fuel plants they will adapt their power to the needs of 
the grid in the following ways : 

- by daily load follow cycles ; every day, the plant roost be 
follow a power program varying from 100 X down to 30 X of 
its nominal power. These power changes occur at a rate of 
2 Z/isn. 

- by frequency control : any discrepancy between generated and 
consumed power results in frequency variations. The frequen
cy control signal is a power demand directly proportional to 
the phase difference between generator and reference fre
quencies ; through a controller, this signal modulates the 
turbine valves aperture. Thus it represents the fastest w.iy 
to U'C.illy adapt the turbine mechanical power to the consu
med electrical power. 

In France, such frequency variations induce plant power 
«ti«nj;es of appro* i native I y i 3 to * X of nominal power. 

- by load regulation : this is a slower but store sophistica
ted control system. A national dispatching center inte
grates frequency variations and power exchanged with neigh
bouring networks ami elaborate» a signal which is trans-
mi t ted to all pl.t,:* and, like frequency control, modulates 
turbine valves aperture. Load regulation causes power v.i-
ri.nions within a specified band of • 5 Z of the nominal 
power with a maximum rate of change of 1.5 limn. 

T«> iD.iIyze the effect:» on PWRs of such a transient origina
ting from the grid, specific means of calculation imi3t be 
i'l;i'v>ratcd. One of them, which was conceived and set up on a 
hybrid computer by Framatomc and the French Atomic Energy 



Commission, is described in this paper. The hybrid program, 
DtXTA-F, which u.»s developed at the Compagnie Internationale 
do Service en Informatique hybrid cottputer Center at S.iclay, 
has been specially designed to provide a convenient tout for 
analyzing the impact of frequency control and load regulation 
on PWRs. 

Since frequency deviation and load regulation are stochastic 
v.iri.kblr* it is necessary to analyze the» over long periods of 
time (12 or 24 hours at least). The décision to use a hybrid 
computer was dictated by the fact that its large frequency 
band width afford* an appreciable calculation time giii, and 
is also uiteupcnsivc considering the large aaiount of output 
provided. In addition, such a simulation needs many differen
tial equations which are easily solved on the analog portion 
of the computer. 

The method chosen to validate this code is fairly original. 
Although DKI.TA-F has been systematically checked on all kinds 
of small transients through cossparisons with other calcula
tions, further validation was considered useful. In fact, 
since frequency control and load regulation studies require 
long time lapse simulations (24 hours for instance) it was 
necessary to check the hybrid code behaviour for such tran
sients. 

Since no code allowed an easy and inexpensive simulation for 
lliis kin:! of transient, the method chosen for this supplemen
tary test consisted in a comparison of the experimental data 
recorded at Tihange I, a Belgo-French nuclear power reactor 
(while the plant was performing a frequency control test with 
n» load regulation) with the results of test simulation on the 
hybrid computer. 

The quality of the results, thus obtained shows that a rela
tively unsophisticated model is able to give a good idea of 
actual process behaviour, but only if the types of transients 
to be studied with the code are well identified before its 
elaboration. Consequently, the code described in this paper is 
not multi-usage but considering the sin to be achieved, it re
presents an excellent compromise between quality and price. 
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To analyse the «-ffects on PWRs u£ Transients originating fron Che network, specific 
Beans of calculation nust be elaborated. One of them, which was conceived and set up 
on a hybrid computer by Fraraatue» and the French Atomic Energy Commission, is descri
bed in this paper. The method chosen to validate this code is fairly original, since 
it consisted in carrying out a long duration test on a plant AI.J in sioulating this 
on the iiybriJ computer ; then in carefully comparing the recorded data of the test 
with the results of the simulation. The quality of the results, :.i«i ?*»«,.-iined shows 
that a relatively unsophisticated model is able to give a good idea of actual process 
behaviour, but only if the types of transients to be studied with the code are well 
identified before its elaboration. 

I. INIKUUUCTION 

The organisation and complexity of à model de
pend, to a large entent, on the purpose and ob
jectives of programmed studies. 

In the near future, half the French production 
of electricity will originate fron nuclear 
plants» Pressurized water plants which repre
sent most of the French network, will no longer 
operate only as base load plants, as they do 
today. Like fo.*sil fuel plants they will adapt 
their power to the needs of the grid in the 
following ways : 
- by daily load follow cycle* : every day, the 

plant must follow a power program varying 
from 1(H) X down to 30 1 of its nominal power. 
These power changes occur at a rate of Ï T/mn. 

hybrid computer Center at SacUy and which is 
described in this paper, has been specially 
designed to provide a convenient tool for ana
lyzing the impact of frequency control and 
load regulation on fWI». 

Since frequency deviation and load regulation 
are stchastic variables (see figures I and 2) 
it is necessary to analyze them over long pe
riods of tine (12 or 24 hours at least). The 
decision to use a hybrid computer was dictated 
by the fact that its Urge frequency band 
width affords an appreciable calculation r.ime 
gain, and is also ^inexpensive considering the 
large amount of output provided. In addition, 
such a simulation needs many differencial 
equations which are easily solved on the ana
log portion of the computer. 

- by frequency control : any discrepancy bet
ween gener.ited and consumed power results in 
frequency variations. The frequency control 
signal is a power demand directly proportio
nal co the phase difference between generator 
and reference frequencies ; through a con
troller, this signal modulaces the to-bine 
valves aperture. Thus it represents the 
fastest way to locally adapt the turbine me
chanical power to the consumed electrical pt>-
wer. »n France, such frequency variations in
duce pi .nt power change» of approximatevely 
» 3 to 4 X of nominal power. 

- by load regulation : this is a slower but 
more sophisticated control system. A national 
dispatching center integrates frequency va
riations and power exchanged with neighbou
ring netword s and élaborâtes a signal which 
i* transmitted to all plants and, like [re
queue y control, modulates turbine valves 
aperture. Load regulation causes power varia
tions within a specified band of i 5 I of the 
nominal power with a maximum rnle of change 
of l.r> Z/mn. 

The hybrid program, DKLTA-F, which was develo
ped by Framatume in colljhoration with the 
French Atomic Energy Commission at the Compa
gnie Internationale de Service en Informatique 
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2. PLANT UKSKKIPTIOM 

2 . 1 . Functioning pr inc ip l e s 

The typical organization ut a nuclear reactor 
with pressurized water act ing i s a coolant ami 
Moderator i s shown in f i g . 1. 
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FIGURE 3 : Process genersl survey 

It uses two separate fluid systems. The hp.it 
which is produced in the cure by the fission 
process is transferred from the primary coolant 
to the sccorJary systt-m through ll-Tube steam 
generator». The steam thus produced is carried 
to '» conventional turbine generator set provi
ding the grid with a total output of 900 MWE. 

The cooI nut in the primary system is maintained 
•it .1 hisjInT r'rri'+urt' than R.iturjtion pressure 
to prevent boiling. That is th* dim of the 
pressurizer within which water and steam are 
maint.unrd in equilibrium either by electric.il 
heaters or by water sprays. 

Transient imbalances between power entering and 
power leaving the primary loops determine the 
volume surges entering or leaving the pressu
riser. Steam can be produced or condensed 
therein to minimize pressure variations due to 
these contractions and expansions. 

French PWRs are designed to follow load changes 
as they occir ac the turbine. All reactor power 
level changes are made by control rod adjust
ment. A ctntrol system automatically adjusts 
the power level of th- reactor to match the po
wer demanded by the turbine. As shown in fig. 4 
the turbine load determines a reference tempe-
rat*, e increasing linearalty with the power le
vel, which corresponds to the reactor power le
vel required to meet turbine demand. Moreover. 
the turbine load is compared to sensed nuclear 
flux, which results in a signal related to the 
rate at which the load is decreasing or increa
sing. Both, the rate signal and the reference 
temperature signal are compared to the average 
measured temperature of the primary system. A 
control system generates an «rror signal which 
commanos the insertion of control rods into the 
core or their withdrawal. 
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2.2. Main assumptions and modelling approach 
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A ••lasts ira I point modi"I with six delayed neu
tron group» is used. 

D* Ï£2ï_!£i!!5l£I_iD_£î;Ê_£2l£ 
The contant temperature rise in the reactor 
core is calculated by energy balance equa
tions. The core is divided into two sections 
«lung the flow direction. 

The total rorr reactivity is the sum of the 
contribution provided by Doppler and moderator 
feedback», by tne control rods action and by 
Xviton effects. 

J ' £ii!?2iï_Eii£jjAi?Si<Jn..£ii£uii 
Tin' primary circuit i s modelled .is one single-
loop since only one secom generator is inclu
th il. The pump i s not represented, since it nor
mally runs at constant speed. 

Tcfnpcmttire» between the core and «tirai» Rt»ni»-
riior ,-ire connected by crausporc tieliys siimi-
I.iU'J by first order linear equations. 

r* 5l£25_8£D££2£2l 
Thr heat transferred from th« primary loop to 
the secondary system is calculated by energy 
balance equations along a U-Tube divided into 
two sections. 

The steam temperature-stesm flow relation is 
generated by a second order polynomial fit. 

For analog component economy, the feedwater 
flow is not simulated but is set equal tu the 
strain flow through a second order delay. For 
the studies under consideration, steam genera
tor levr>l calculation re not necessary and 
the nominal level is assumed. 
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I'Ho I n»lace trans form b l i n k tli&Rr.im o f turbo 
g e n e r a t o r Model i s p r e s e n t e d be low. 
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('ore reactivity control is assumed by inserting 
or withdrawing neutron absorbing control rod». 
The rod strpping mechanism Chat moves these 
rods is wholly simulated. 

In fact, in frequency control and load regula
tion 4uch mechanisms are very often actuated 
and the number and direction of consecutive 
steps must be carefully evaluated. 

These mecnai.ism» «re electromechanical devices. 
They operate on id* magnetic jack principle and 
must enable the rods insertion or rods with' 
drawal at any speed from 8 to 72 steps/ntn 
according to a particular displacement logic. 

An example of the logic necessary to insure Che 
rod displacement is shown below. 

FIGURE 7 : Example of a 72 «tepa/mn rod displa* 
cement logic (model running I00 
times faster than real time) 
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h. Pressuriser 

The pressurixer represents the only place in 
the prftiary system where the fluid is botli in 
a lifjuid and vapor Stat.*. Thus, we'have i 
two-point-non-linear-model which mist consider 
rmiss and energy balances on both the steam and 
water volumes and which accounts for flashing 
and condensation. 

The only communication between the pressorizer 
and the primary system fluid loop is through 
the surge line. Therefore, steam and water vo
lumes changes arc functions of primary fluid 
volume changes. 

Pressure variations in the pressurizer are 
calculated with respect to iserttropic expan
sion and compression oi the steam volume. The 
iseittroptc process is approximated by two li
near functions relating pressure to specific 
volume. Une function applies to the superheat 
region and the second to the saturated region. 

Therefore, the first ooject of the model is to 
calculate the specific volume of the steam. 
The pressure is then determined assuming an 
isentropic process. 

When spray is actuated, a particle of fluid is 
assumed to absorb encogh heat from a steam par
ticle to bring it from .1 superheated condition 
to that of saturated liquid. 

r'hishinx in the w.iter region will occur when
ever the enthalpy of the water reaches the en
thalpy of saturated water. 

The flashing rate, assumed to be proportional 
to the degree of superheating of the water, is 
calculated to prevent the enthalpy of the wa
ter from exceeding the saturation enthalpy. 

3. PROGRAMMING AND IMPLEMENTATION ON A HYBRID 
COMPUTER 

3.1. Erpiprn.-nt for hybrid calculation at CIS!/ 
Sac lav 

The computer configuration on which the struc
ture and details of the model heavily depend 
is given below. 
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The KAI H'KN) system implemented c o n s i s t s of a 
d i g i t a l unit KAI 8400 (with a memory core of 
12 k x 32 hit words) and three analog uni t s 
KAl MHlH» containing 700 operational ampl i f i ers . 
Links hetwpen units are achieved by 48 A/0 ami 
48 D/A converter». 

In fac t , in the present c a s e , the ent i re avai 
lable analog, logical and d i g i t a l capacity is 
neressary. 

1.2. (•i-m-r.il o u t l i n e and ornauization of the 
code 

The nwilieawtic.il Model of the physical process 
represents more than 200 d i f f e r e n t i a l and a l 
gebraic equations whose computation i s carried 
out un the ana Ion un i t s . On p r a c t i c e , the in
tegrat ions on analog un i t s function in para l l e l 
and afford a range of speed of I to 10* r a t i o . 
This charac ter i s t i c al lows the taking into 
account of the short lapse of t ine 1.40 msec of 
control rod movement with the convenient 100 
acce lerat ion fac tor . 

The d i g i t a l unit i s used mainly for organiza
t i o n , automatization and checking t e s t s . 

Alt programs of the code cannot be loaded into 
main storage. Th^y are , there fore , divided into 
several sub-programs of convenient s i z e with an 
overlay s tructure and they are loaded from the 
-I M bytes- disk u n i t . 

The hybrid system i s checked as fol lows : 

The preparatory stage of the problem i s made 
eas i er by the or ig ina l programming system 
(OPTICA). Start ing with physical equations and 
parameters v a l u e s , i t ensures the transfer to 
analog equation», c o e f f i c i e n t s ca lcu la t ions and 
pot - se t t ing and the achievement of varied s t a 
t i c t e s t s with poss ib le diagnose». F ina l ly , i t 
v e r i f i e s the coherence ot i n i t i a l data. 

In our present c a s e , t h i s f i r s t s tep l a s t s 
about 20 cm. 

A spec i f ied subroutine manages typical short 
simulation* whose resul ts are already w e l l -
known. 

During these simulations which las t a few s e 
conds, the main variable» are d i s cre t i zed by 
A/I) converters and loaded in core. After the 
run, th i s subroutine provide* r e s u l t s which can 
be e i t h e r v i sua l i sed on a graphic display and 
printed or used, o f f - l i n e , by a Cutcomp p l o t t e r . 

During simulations with external s i g n a l s , .is 
in the present c a s e , the automatic organiza
t ion is achieved by another subroutine. 

"litis sub-program carr ies out a cer ta in number 
ot functions among which : 

- The continuous transferring through U/A 
converters to analog computers of perturbation 
s ignals previously recorded on a magnetic tape 
( t h i s task i s rather c r i t i c a l because of a Itxi 
acce lerat ion factor and a one-actual-second-
s ignal d i s c r e t i z a t ' o n ) . 

- The continuous reading of the control rods 
displacements as wel l as the print ing of the ir 
pos i t ions on a l ine p r i n t e r . 

However, th i s subroutine cannot provide graphic 
v i s u a l i z a t i o n s on the d i sp lay . The d i s c r e t i z a 
t ion of the analog outputs was not done because 
i t would have slowed down the ca lcu la t ion speed 
of the hybrid system. Two multichannel recor
ders synchronized by the d i g i t a l computer are 
thus used (they can a l s o he stored in para l l e l 
on a 14 channel SANCAM0 analog tape recorder) . 

t 
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4 . cuiiK COMPARISON WITH KXPKRIMKNTAI. DATA 

4.1. Va I i tlat ion me thod 

Although l»Kl.TA-P has been systental ii.i I ly cho
cked on alt «iitds of small transients through 
comparisons with other calculations, further 
validation was considered useful. 

In fact, since frequency control ami loid ré
gulation studies require long time lapse simu
lations (24 hours for instance) it was neces
sary to check the hybrid code behaviour for 
such transients. 

Since no code at lowed -in easy and inexpensive 
simulation for this kind of transient, the me
thod chosen for this supplementary test consis
ted in a comparison of the experimental data 
recorded at Tihange I, a Belgo-rrench nuclear 
power reactor (while the plant was performing 
a frequency control test with no load regula
tion) with the results of test simulation on a 
hybrid computer. 

Such an approach requires the following pre
cautions : 

a. Unly a few external physical parameters must 
vary simultaneously while verifying the re
presentativeness of the studies to be car
ried out with the code. 

In the present case, only the network fre
quency is meant to vary and disturb normal 
plant operation. 

b. In order to carry out the test simulation 
under the same conditions as the test it
self, a perfect knowledge of the plant state 
is necessary at the beginning of the test 
- con- data, boron concent rat inn, past anJ 
present pi>wer level for Xenon transient 
consideration, etc...-

In actual circumstances, this rvrz was car
ried out after the first reloading. 

c. KVt.iuMc of the limited number of available 
recording channels, tin? data to he recorded 
mu.-u be chosen according to their observa
bility in the code anJ the degree to which 
they allow analysis of the most characteris
tic phenomena of the transient. 

d. The operator's interventions, during the 
test, must be carefully noted. 

4.2. Comparison code - test results 

The nost meaningful resales are pri-seiited be
low. Some of thes<- t~at end simulation results 
are quite auji^rtwbtib!e. 

As regards the average temperature records, 
shifts of equal importance such as the rod 
speed program'deadSand are observed, although, 
dynamic aspects are similar. 

On the other hand, primary pressure evolutions 
- simulated and recorded at the plant - are 
quite different. 

Such differences can be ascribed to the ave
rage temperature behaviour which is not strict
ly identical to that of the test, to the ab
sence of a water pressuriser level control in 
the code, or more probably to • too simplified 
formulation of energy and mas* exchanges bet
ween liquid and steam phases. 

However, pressure oscillations have the same 
frequency and provide a rather good estimation 
of the mechanical cycles in the surge line 
while performing frequency control. 

Considering all the results, this validation 
starting from an actual test did not show ob
vious anomalies in the code behaviour. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, it is important to stress again 
the necessity of maintaining coherence between 
the aims, means and complexity level of the 
code, when elaborating a simulation code. 

Consequent ly, this cod* is not imitti-usage but 
considering the aim to be achieved, it repre
sents an excellent comproi.use between quality 
and price. 
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CW&'AKISON CUJF.-TEST RESULTS 
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